With the fast growing trend in deep learning driven AI services over the past decade, deep learning, especially the resource-intensive and time-consuming training jobs, have become one of the main workload in today's production clusters. However, due to the complex workload characteristics of deep learning, and the dynamic natural of shared resource environment, managing the resource allocation and execution lifecycle of distributed training jobs in cluster can be challenging. This work aims to address these issues by developing and implementing a scheduling and scaling controller to dynamically manage distributed training jobs on a Kubernetes (K8S) cluster, which is a broadly used platform for managing containerized workloads and services. The objectives of our proposed approach is to enhance K8S with three capabilities: (1) Task dependency aware gang scheduling to avoid idle resources. (2) Locality aware task placement to minimize communication overhead. (3) Load aware job scaling to improve cost efficiency. Our approach is evaluated by real testbed and simulator using a set of TensorFlow jobs. Comparing to the default K8S scheduler, our approach successfully improved resource utilization by 20% ∼ 30% and reduced job elapsed time by over 65%.
INTRODUCTION
To obtain sufficient computing resources for training a large scale deep learning model in a timely fashion, one must rely on distributed training technique on a parallel computing systems, like GPU cluster. A distributed training job is consisted of multiple computing tasks, and each task can utilize a computing device to train a single model together. As shown by a recent study (Goyal et al., 2017) , a 50 layers of ResNet model can be trained in 1 hour by using 256 GPUs. Hence, building and managing a resource pool for distributed deep learning training is essential. Furthermore, due to the expensive cost of these high performance computing devices, such as GPU, the resource pool must be shared among users and multiplex between jobs in order to improve overall system utilization and cost efficiency.
The parallel deep learning computing has been extensively studied (Krizhevsky, 2014; Li et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2016) , and it has been implemented in many machine learning computing frameworks, such as TensorFlow (Abadi et al., 2016) , PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2017) , CNTK (Yu et al., 2014) . But these distributed training jobs are commonly managed like the traditional parallel batch jobs or big data applications by the cluster resource managers and job schedulers, such as Kubernetes (Burns et al., 2016) , YARN (Vavilapalli et al., 2013) , Mesos (Hindman et al., 2011) , and SLURM (Jette et al., 2002) , where jobs can keep holding on GPUs until their training complete, and each task of a jobs is scheduled independently onto the first available computer slot. As a result, a system could suffer from significant performance degradation and low resource utilization due to the strong dependency and heavy communication among the computing tasks of a distributed training job. Optimizing the performance of distributed training jobs in a shared or cloud resource environment is particularly challenging because of the resource contention between jobs in terms of GPU devices and network bandwidth, etc. Therefore, this work aims to address these issues by designing and implementing a controller in Kubernetes to manage the resource allocation and life-cycle of distributed training jobs.
Kubernetes (K8S) is a open source platform for managing containerized workloads and services. Its main purpose is to orchestrate computing, networking, and storage infrastructure on behalf of user workloads, and its container-centric management environ-ment enables portability and agility across infrastructure providers. It has been widely used in industry production systems. Many deep learning service platforms, including Kubeflow (Kubeflow, 2017) , RiseML (RiseML, 2017 ), Microsoft OpenPAI (Microsoft, 2016 ), IBM FfDL (IBM, 2018 , are also built on top of Kubernetes to help users deploy and launch deep learning jobs on K8S with ease. However, as shown by our study, the current deployment features for distributed training jobs on K8S are at the task level not at the job level. As a result, the existing management functionality, like auto-scaling and loadbalancing, cannot be applied to distributed training jobs, and the default K8S FIFO scheduler could cause significant network overhead and even deadlock problem.
To address the aforementioned problems, we proposed DRAGON, named after "Deep LeaRning with Auto-scale and GAng-schedule On KuberNetes". It is designed and implemented as an extended controller component in K8S to provide the ability of managing distributed training at job level. Therefore, we were able to design more sophisticate scheduling and scaling strategies based on job level or even system level information for performance optimization. Specifically, DRAGON enhances K8S with three capabilities: (1) Task dependency aware gang scheduling to avoid idle resources. (2) Locality aware task placement to minimize communication overhead. (3) Load aware job scaling to improve cost efficiency. As shown by our experiments in a small scaled 2 nodes 8 GPUs cluster, and a larger scaled 4 nodes 32 GPUs simulator, compared to the default K8S manager, our approach significantly improved resource utilization and reduced job elapsed time.
The rest of paper is structured as follows. Section 2 briefly introduce TensorFlow and Kubernetes as the case study subjects in our work, and highlights the problems of existing approaches. The design and implement of our proposed solution, DRAGON, is detailed in Section 3 followed by the experimental evaluations in Section 4. Finally Section 5 gives related work, and Section 6 concludes the paper.
BACKGROUND
This work investigates the problems of distributed training on shared and cloud resource environment by studying and optimizing the performance of TensorFlow on Kubernetes. Hence, in this section, we briefly introduce these two software tools and highlight the potential problems and limitations of existing approaches. 
TensorFlow: Distributed Training
Variant distributed computing techniques have been proposed and implemented for deep learning. In this work, we consider the parameter server strategy implemented by TensorFlow (Abadi et al., 2016) as a study case to investigate the performance of distributed training. We chose TensorFlow because it is one of most popular computing frameworks for deep learning. TensorFlow provides a set of high-level API for users to build their neural network models. The computation on the model is then translated into a dataflow job executed and managed by TensorFlow on any computing devices, including GPUs. Hence it eases the efforts of users to develop and compute deep learning models. The parameter server implementation of TensorFlow is shown in Figure 1 . A distributed training job is consisted of a set of tasks in two different roles. One of the role is parameter server which stores the global parameters of the model and send the current values to each worker for parallel training. The other one role is worker which use the values from parameter server to compute the gradients in each iteration. At the end of each training iteration, workers send the gradients to parameter servers for updating the global parameters before the start of next iteration. The parameter update can be done asynchronously among workers, so the workers can run independently to each other throughout the whole training process and obtain better scalability in large scale training.
The number of parameter servers and workers can be controlled by users, and this setting plays a crucial role to the performance of distributed training jobs. As shown by our experimental results in Figure workers and parameter servers for exchanging the gradients and weights of all the parameters after every training iterations. Furthermore, all the processes of workers and parameter servers must be launched before the training can be started by TensorFlow. As a result, distributed training jobs tend have strong task dependency and heavy communication traffic among their tasks. So they should be scheduled as a unit and avoided been placed across compute nodes by the resource managers.
Kubernetes: Cluster Manager
Kubernetes (K8S) is a open source platform for managing containerized workloads and services on a shared resource pool. It has been broadly used to deploy software across infrastructure providers. The system architecture of K8S is shown in Figure 3 . It consists of master nodes and worker nodes. The master nodes host the management components of K8S, and the worker nodes provide the computing resources requested by user's containers. The smallest deployable units managed by K8S is called POD, which is a set of tightly coupled containers with shared network namespace and storage among them. A POD can be replicated, recovered, and scheduled by K8S according to its desired state as described by users.
The API server provides the interface for users to interact with K8S. One of the main functions is to let users submit a job description file which contains all the necessary information for deploying and managing the resources of a job throughout its life-cycle, such as container images, resources requirements, storage volume types and so on. The job description file will be handled by a deployment controller, which in turn generates the a description file for each of requested PODs of the job. Then the scheduler is responsible for selecting the worker node for each POD. The default K8S scheduler implements a FIFO queue, and binds PODs to workers in a round-robin manner with the aim of balancing the load among workers. Once the POD requests is received by Kubelet, a node agent on workers, it launches its assigned PODs when there is sufficient residual capacity, and monitors their status and resource usage during execution. Kubernetes is highly reconfigurable and extensible by allowing cluster administrators to define new resource object managed a customized resource controllers. As detailed in Section 3.2, we defined our own resource type for TensorFlow jobs, and implemented our customized controller to optimize job management.
Challenges
Both TensorFlow and Kubernetes are powerful tools that are broadly used in their respective worlds. But together, there are a few critical problems that could hamper the performance of distributed training in cluster.
First, users must submit a deployment request for each individual workers of a training job. Kubeflow (Kubeflow, 2017 ) is a recent work that develop a controller to simply the deployment process by generating all the deployment files for users automatically. But it doesn't provide any resource allocation optimization or job life-cycle management ability comparing to our work.
Second, the default K8S scheduler is at POD level, and it tends to spread PODs evenly across all the nodes. But as described in Section 2.1, distributed training jobs has strong dependency among its tasks. So the jobs may suffer from significant communication overhead. Even worse, resources might be wasted when a training task cannot start computing before all its peer tasks are launched. Therefore, both job performance and resource utilization can be suffered when the scheduler is not aware the task dependency of a job.
Last but not least, the existing solution provided by K8S is called Horizontal Pod Autoscaler, which controls the number of PODs for a deployment object according to the CPU utilization of a POD in response to the sudden surge of workload demands. But a single distributed training job can be consisted of multiple PODs, and deep learning computations are of-ten communication not cmoputation intensive. Therefore, new control policy must be designed for this alternative objective.
DRAGON

Overview
To address the challenges discussed in Section 2.3, we designed and implemented DRAGON, which is an extended controller for managing distributed training jobs on K8S. The key design principal of DRAGON is to enhance job scheduling and scaling decisions by utilizing job and system level information. Specifically, DRAGON is based on the following three management strategies for minimizing job execution time and maximizing resource utilization. Detailed implementations and algorithms are given in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3, respectively.
Task Dependency Aware Gang Scheduling: DRAGON is a job level scheduler. It schedules all the tasks of a job as a single unit like a gang scheduler. A job is only launched when the system has enough residual capacity to run all its tasks simultaneously. Thus, resources will not be occupied by idle tasks, and deadlock among tasks can be avoided.
Locality Aware Task Placement: To minimize the communication overhead of a job, DRAGON tends to place all the tasks of a job on as fewer number of compute nodes as possible. A more sophisticate placement algorithm with considerations of network topology and performance interference could also be implemented in our controller. But we use a simple greedy algorithm in this work to demonstrate the capability of our controller. Besides, those sophisticate placement algorithms (Amaral et al., 2017) often required prior knowledge of the job execution time or pre-built performance models which may not be available in practice.
Load Aware Job Scaling: Distributed training are often long jobs with stable workload. But the overall system loading can still varied over time as jobs arrive and leave the system. Hence, DRAGON tends to scale-up jobs when the system loading is low, so that jobs can take advantage of the residual capacity to reduce their execution time. On the other hand, DRAGON tends to scale-down jobs when the system loading is high, so that the resources can be reclaimed from the running jobs to launch the waiting jobs as soon as possible. Figure 4 : The interaction between a custom controller and K8S. The two gray boxes are the controller-specific components that were re-implemented in our approach.
Implementation
Our implementation follows the operator pattern defined by K8S. Operator pattern is a way to extend K8S by combining a custom controller along with a custom resource type which specifies the user-defined objects that will be managed by the custom controller. In our implementation, we defined distributed training job as a custom resource, and we implemented a custom controller with the logic to make the scheduling and scaling decisions for these training jobs. With our custom resource, users can describe a distributed training job in a single YAML file, and specify the maximum and minimum number of workers allowed for scaling the job. Hence our approach not only helps users simplify the deployment process like Kubeflow, but also gives users the ability to provide information about how their jobs want to be controlled. For instance, we can easily extend our scheduler to support priority scheduling according to the job priority given by users.
The interaction between a custom controller and K8S is illustrated in Figure 4 . Controller relies on another component called informer to register and monitor the events that trigger the controller. In our implementation, we registered all three default setting events (OnAdd, OnUpdata, OnDelete) for our custom resource. OnAdd and OnDelete event indicates a distributed training job arrives or leaves the system. OnUpdate means users manually changes the spec of a job, such as number of workers, job name, etc.
When a registered event occurs on one of the custom resource object, informer adds this object into the workqueue of the custom controller. Then the controller creates a worker process to handle the event on the object according to the control logic implemented by the controller. In our work, we implemented the algorithm described in next subsection. Finally, the controller attempts to change the system state through the command of API server. In our implementation, we use the controller to do job scheduling and scaling by generating new deployment files for the computing tasks that need to be added or changed by our control 
decision.
To enable job level gang scheduling, our controller maintains an internal job queue, and keeps track of current system resource usage. When a job is allowed to be launched, the controller generates deployment requests for each of its computing tasks at once; otherwise, the job simply waits in the queue. Noted, our controller must co-exist with the default K8S scheduler, thus it uses the node selector label in the deployment description file to force K8S scheduler to place computing tasks (i.e., PODs) onto the assigned node locations.
Algorithm
Here, we introduce our proposed control algorithm that achieves the three design goals mentioned in Section 3.1 under the K8S architecture described in Section 3.2. The overall control flow of our algorithm is shown in Figure 5 . The algorithm is consisted of three procedures as follows, and it is called by the controller whenever distributed training jobs arrive or depart in the system. First, a scale-down procedure that aims to launch urgent jobs in the waiting queue immediately by releasing resources from current running jobs. We define a job is urgent when its queuing wait time exceeds a pre-defined threshold value. We tend to schedule the smallest job with the least amount of resource requirements from the urgent first. If we cannot release enough resources for the smallest job, then the larger urgent jobs certainly cannot be launched as well. Current implementation selects the scale-down victim jobs as the ones with the most surplus resources. Both the scale-down alarm and policy can be re-designed under our control flow for extension.
After the scale-down procedure for urgent jobs, the controller then starts scheduling the rest of waiting jobs with the residual capacity. We implemented an adapted first come first served (AFCFS) scheduling algorithm, which simply selects the first arrival job in the queue whose required resource capacity is less than then residual capacity. To preserve job locality and minimize communication overhead, we pack the tasks of a job onto the least number of compute nodes. This locality aware scheduling algorithm can also be extended with the information provided by the systems or users, such as the network topology, performance interference model, job priority, etc.
Finally, when no job in the queue can be scheduled, the controller tries to further utilize the leftover resource capacity through the scale-up procedure for maximizing resource utilization and minimizing job execution time. However, we also want to prevent jobs suffer from network overhead and reserve some resources for the future arrival jobs. Therefore, the scale-up alarm is only triggered when a resource (i.e., GPU) is idle over a time threshold, and the idle resource can only be allocated to a job that already ran on the same node to maintain job locality.
EVALUATIONS
Experimental Environment
We evaluated our implementation by running real TensorFlow workload on a small scale GPU cluster with 2 GPU nodes connected by 1Gb Ethernet cables. Each node has 4 Nivida P100 GPUs, 16 Intel 2.1GHz CPU cores, and 64GB memory. As sum- marized in Table 1 , the test workload is consisted of 12 distributed TensorFlow jobs that train 3 commonseen image classification models (AlexNet, InceptionV3, ResNet-50) with variant settings in scaling range, training steps, and arrival time. To observe the behavior of our controller under various system loading, the first 5 jobs was generated with a much shorter inter-arrival time than the rest of jobs. The results are presented in Section 4.2.
To further validate the robustness of our approach, we implemented a simulator to evaluate our control algorithm in a larger scale testbed with 4 compute nodes, each has 8 GPUs. The test workload contains 100 randomly generated jobs with Poisson inter-arival times. The mean inter-arrival time is adjust from 62 seconds to 400 seconds to simulate the workload of various loading. The scalability of the jobs is modeled based on our execution time observations from the 3 real NN models used in the real experiments. Each job has its own setting for the maximum, minimum and initial number of workers, and the values were randomly selected between 2 to 8 GPUs. The simulation results are presented in Section 4.3.
Throughout all the experiments, we compare our approach, DRAGON, with two other existing scheduling approaches. One is to deploy a distributed training jobs using the Kubeflow toolkit and let the tasks scheduled by the default K8S scheduler. We use the name Kubeflow to refer this approach in the rest of this section. The other approach is named localityaware scheduler, which is a simplified implementation of DRAGON without the feature of auto-scaling. So this approach also acts the same as a greedy packing scheduling algorithm that only tends to launch all the tasks of a job on a single node.
Real Testbed Results
The job running time comparison can be seen in Figure 6 . The time of each job is normalized to its results from DRAGON, and noted the y-axis is in log 2 scale. In general, DRAGON and locality-aware scheduler have similar job running time for the first 5 jobs when the system loading is relatively high. But the running time of job6 ∼ job12 were reduced by DRAGON be- cause of the effect of scale-up strategy under low system loading. The job running time of Kubeflow is higher than DRAGON across the board by a factor of 1.2 to 6.3 due to communication overhead. Figure 7 compares the average job elapsed time which includes the time for running, waiting and scaling. The elapsed time of Kubeflow is significantly reduced by Kubeflow and DRAGON by 60% and 65%, respectively. As shown in the plot, this time reduction comes from both running time and waiting time. The running time is reduced because the network communication time is minimized by the job locality awareness of both locality-aware scheduler and DRAGON. On the other hand, the waiting time is reduced because of the reduction in job running time allows resources to be released sooner, so waiting jobs can be launched earlier as well. In our experiment, more than half of jobs were launched immediately by localityaware scheduler and DRAGON. Because of the ability of job scaling, Figure 7 shows that DRAGON has better results than localityaware scheduler in terms of running time, waiting time and elapsed time. However, scaling job at runtime does cause some overhead to DRAGON because we had to checkpoint and restart the whole job in order to adjust its number of workers. As observed from our real experiment, restarting a job took about 40 seconds to 1 minute. This overhead is still acceptable when the average job running time is long, and the workload variation is not high enough to cause frequent job scaling actions. But, we do think the scaling overhead shoulf be considered and minimized when dynamic resource management approaches are applied, so it will be an important direction of our future work.
Finally, Figure 8 shows the resource utilization over time. Locality-aware scheduler has the lowest resource utilization because it cannot utilize residual capacity unless new job arrives. Kubeflow almost fully utilizes the resources for the first hour because jobs ran much longer and consumes more resources due to communication overhead. But that also causes long job waiting time as shown in Figure 7 . Then the utilization of Kubeflow drops extremely low for the next hour because only one job left to run on a single GPU. Hence, the utilization of Kubeflow also can be highly influenced by the system loading. In contrary, DRAGON not only has the shortest job completion time, it is also able to consistently maintain a high resource utilization regardless the variation of system loading. In average, the utilization of DRAGON is 79%, while the utilization of locality-aware scheduler and Kubeflow are 45% and 57%, respectively. So DRAGON achieved higher job execution performance and better resource utilization at the same time.
Large scale Simulation Results
We use simulator to validate the robustness of our control algorithm under various system workload intensity. Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the amount of time that can be reduced by DRAGON over localityaware scheduler and Kubeflow, respectively. Clearly, DRAGON was able to reduce the average job elapsed time across a wide range of workload intensity. To analyze the results more deeply, we can also observe that DRAGON has more opportunity to reduce job waiting time under higher system loading by scaling down jobs. However, if the system loading is too high, all three scheduling algorithms suffer long waiting time, so the reduction ratio becomes more limited. Also, the job running time could be increased by DRAGON when jobs are scaled down like a few occasions shown in Figure 9 when the workload intensity is higher than 3. But even under high system load, scale-up strategy could still be triggered to utilize some fragmented resources that cannot be used to launch new jobs. On the other hand, when system is less loaded, DRAGON scales up jobs to utilize the residual capacity for reducing job running time. But if the loading is low, the jobs will be bounded by the maximum worker setting and even DRAGON cannot utilize all the resources. Therefore, the running time reduction also become less in Figure 9 when the workload intensity is lower than 1.5. By combining the time reduction gains from both running time and waiting time, DRAGON has the ability to reduce the overall elapsed time under any system loading circumstances.
RELATED WORK
Over the past decade, great effort has been made from research community to address the scalability and performance problem of distributed deep learning algorithms. Both data parallelism and model parallelism have been extensively studied (Krizhevsky, 2014) . For model parallelism, many model partition and device placement strategies have been proposed (Mirhoseini et al., 2017; Mayer et al., 2017) . For data parallelism, variant stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithms have been developed to reduce communication and synchronization overhead, such as asynchronous SGD (Dean et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2016) , low-precision SGD (De Sa et al., 2017) and lock-free SGD (Niu et al., 2011) . Decentralized Parameter server (Li et al., 2014) , ring allreduce (Sergeev and Balso, 2018) are the two communication method that have been broadly used for exchanging parameters. Finally, many training skills have been discussed for large scale training, including learning rate, mini-batch size, and the ratio between parameters and workers, etc. For instance, greater mini-batch size is needed to speedup large scale training, but unusually large minibatch size can affect learning accuracy. So (Goyal et al., 2017) proposed a warmup scheme by using less aggressive learning rates at the start of training, and used the LARS (You et al., 2017) algorithm to assign a separate learning rate for each layer instead of each weight. The growing development of these techniques show the need of distributed training, and the importance of managing these distributed training jobs.
Not until recently, people start pay attention to the problem of managing distributed training jobs on parallel systems and shared resource environment. (Amaral et al., 2017) discusses the importance of considering the underline network topology for optimizing communication overhead. It proposed a topologyaware task mapping scheduling algorithm by considering three performance cost: tasks communication, external resource interference, and resource fragmentation. Gandiva optimizes the resource usage for deep learning training by two techniques. One is to dynamically prioritize or kill a subset of jobs according to the early feedback on training accuracy. The other is to time-slice GPUs efficiently across multiple jobs by predicting training performance. Similar to Gandiva, Optimus ) also attempts to minimize job training time based on online resource-performance models. Proteus (Harlap et al., 2017) proposed to the strategy of placing parameter servers and workers on cloud spot instance for cost saving. OASiS is a online job scheduling algorithm that computes the best job execution schedule upon the arrival of each job, based on projected resource availability in the future course and potential job utility to achieve. Last but ot least, (Jeon et al., 2018 ) studies the effect of gang scheduling, multi-tenant GPU sharing, and failures during the execution of training workload on GPU cluster. Same as our work, these studies are motivated by the opportunities and challenges of managing deep learning training dynamically in a shared resource environment. But different from us, these studies aim to propose more sophisticate scheduling and scaling algorithms based on performance prediction models and domain-specific knowledge of deep learning, while we focus more on providing a control mechanism and software architecture to enable dynamic resource management on Kubernetes. Therefore, these studies are complementary to our work, and many of these algorithms can be implemented into our control system.
CONCLUSIONS
The demand of distributed deep learning training is growing rapidly in recent years. But deep learning training is a resource-intensive and time-consuming workload that needs to be carefully and dynamically managed in a shared resource environment. In this work, we investigate these performance issues by running distributed TensorFlow training jobs on a K8S cluster, and address the problems by implementing DRAGON, a K8S controller for dynamic scheduling and scaling jobs according to system loading. DRAGON enhances K8S with three capabilities: (1) Task dependency aware gang scheduling to avoid idle resources. (2) Locality aware task placement to minimize communication overhead. (3) Load aware job scaling to improve cost efficiency. The evaluation of our approach was conducted on both real testbed and simulator. Comparing to the default K8S scheduler, DRAGON significantly improved resource utilization by 20% ∼ 30% and reduced job elapsed time by over 65% to deliver higher system performance and lower computation cost for distributed training. The design of our controller also allows us to explore the implementations of more sophisticate dynamic resource management strategies in the future. The complete source code of our implementation can be download at (Chan-Yi Lin, 2019) .
